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The Mercure Hotel Vienna Centre is a popular address for exploring
the city, because it’s located directly in the historic city centre of
Vienna. St. Stephen‘s Cathedral, Opera, Hofburg, Museums Quartier
and exclusive shopping miles are within a walking distance. The
interior design office XIAWORKS in Stuttgart designed the conversion of the 74 guest rooms.
It is the Mercure philosophy to furnish each house with its unique
character. Every guest should feel the local background. And even
within a city, a separate concept for the various Mercure hotels is
developed once again. Those are individual and tell its own stories.
In the City Hotel Vienna Centre, everything revolves around the
„confectionery“: pictures with cakes, recipes from Sacher, carpets
with sugar florets, room numbers that refer to pieces of cake and
also the colour concept of the guest rooms with sugar colours in
pastel, combined with noble gold tones, fits into the overall concept.
However, there is hardly a patent recipe for renovations during remodelling. No lack of surprises. Therefore flexibility was also a key
factor for the interior designer in her search for practicable solutions
during the construction phase.
The high-quality surface materials from the glass laminate
RAUVISIO crystal (Colour Sabbia) were primarily used in bathroom
renovations. Without construction noise, without chiselling work,
but with an enormous time advantage over tiled walls, the panelling
of the 74 bathrooms shines in new splendour. Thanks to the jointfree installation, the bathroom now looks elegant, but also largely
avoids dirt joints in which germs can settle down. A geniune advantage in the hotel environment. Metallically shining golden edgebands
set accents on sideboards and shelves and underline the „confectioner‘s style“ in the interior.
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During the complete conversion phase,
REHAU acted as a supplier of the
high-quality surface materials, but also
as an active service partner: Being on
site, acting flexible, with its own
craftsmanship, REHAU accompanied
the project and supported the designers
and crafts involved.
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